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A MORE EFFICIENT &
IMPROVED AVIATION SECURITY
SCREENING ENVIRONMENT
Rapiscan® Systems TRS™ Flight covers all your passenger
processing needs at the security checkpoint.
We design and manufacture state-of-the-art Tray Return Systems meeting the
demand and requirements of airports and regulators.
While TRS Flight provides proven increased passenger throughput, it also allows
checkpoint operators to spend less time handling trays and more time focusing on
the security role and customer service.
Rapiscan Systems currently has over 200 TRS lanes deployed at airports worldwide
and is confident in its ability to deliver time and again. TRS Flight is a solution that
you can trust.

TRS™ FLIGHT OVERVIEW
The effective and popular TRS Flight lanes have been installed in many airports throughout the
world, keeping airline passengers moving swiftly through the security screening checkpoint.

The TRS Flight reduces queuing, minimizes stress for passengers
and gives them more time to spend in the retail areas whilst
enhancing the good reputation of the airport.
The TRS Flight is offered with either the serial or parallel
divestment configuration. It is of modular design, which means
that it can be easily configured to fit into almost any space.
Further lane enhancements, such as extending the length of

the lanes to meet passenger traffic growth, can be achieved
quickly and efficiently.
The TRS Flight is capable of working with the airports’ choice
of X-Ray or CT carry-on baggage scanner and the Rapiscan
Systems generic approach enables ease of use of the TRS
Flight lane in a mixed fleet environment.

Standard Features
X-RAY SCANNER INDEPENDENT
Your X-Ray / CT scanner, our proven lanes



ERGONOMIC



EASY TO USE & OPERATE



AUTOMATIC SEARCH DIVERT



MODULAR DESIGN

Designed for passengers & staff

For operators & passengers

Be secure, maintain throughput

Checkpoint lanes ready for your future needs

Optional Features
REMOTE SCREENING READY





The future of screening



PARALLEL DIVESTMENT
Increase passenger throughput

HIGH THREAT
Take control

MODULAR DESIGN
The flexible TRS™ Flight provides the ability to easily update or modify the system to meet increased
passenger numbers and new security regulations.

DIVESTMENT

IN FEED & OUT FEED

Flexible passenger loading options in either serial or
parallel divestment are available in multiple lengths
that can be added and removed according to airport
needs.

With a proven ability to integrate with a wide range
of X-Ray and CT scanning equipment, Rapiscan
Systems offers ‘before and after’ customized modules
as well as specialized base frames to enable the tray
return system.

RECLAIM

DIVERT & SEARCH

Choice of module lengths provides a flexible redress
area for passengers to claim their belongings and
return the tray to the automatic reclaimer. TRS Flight
uses an efficient gravity system to automatically move
trays which encourages passengers to move down
the lane to maintain throughput.

Depending on final inspection requirements,
Rapiscan Systems offer a range of search benches to
accommodate recheck area, additional screens, bins
and other security equipment.

PARALLEL DIVESTMENT
Parallel divestment is a modern, high throughput alternative to a traditional single-file serial
divestment solution.

INCREASED THROUGHPUT
Parallel divestment allows for multiple passengers to
divest at the same time. This allows passengers to take
the time they need without delaying other passengers,
therefore, offering a solution for increased throughput.

HIGH THREAT
The high threat module is designed as an additional high-security step in the operation of your
airport.

EXTRA SECURITY
Trays deemed as unsuitable for regular search can be
diverted here by the X-Ray operator for a considered
response, additional security checks can then occur
as required.

CARRY-ON BAGGAGE SCANNER INDEPENDENT
While TRS™ Flight integrates best with the highly approved Rapiscan® Systems 620DV and 920CT
seamlessly - TRS Flight has been designed to work with any X-Ray security scanner that is currently
in use by airports globally.

YOUR CHOICE OF X-RAY
We have the experience of integrating our lane with a
wide variety of screening equipment from the world’s
X-Ray & CT manufacturers.

?

TRAYS DESIGNED FOR PASSENGERS
TRS™ Flight trays have on average a 50% larger volume than the trays typically found in traditional
systems which allows for fewer trays per passenger. They are also designed to nest and de-nest
cleanly without the need for guides and complex alignment devices.

FEWER TRAYS PER PASSENGER
TRS Flight uses on average 1.2 to 1.5 trays per passenger
compared to 3.2 trays on tray return systems using smaller
trays. The number of trays each passenger uses impacts
directly on the passenger throughput possible.

WHY TRS™



REDUCES QUEUES FOR PASSENGERS



INCREASED PASSENGER THROUGHPUT

Reduces potential security target

Compared to manual lanes

REDUCED OPERATOR TRAY HANDLING
Improved working environment



EASY TO USE



IMPROVED PASSENGER EXPERIENCE



LESS STRESS FOR PASSENGERS

For operators & passengers

Customer service focused

Calm & less industrial aesthetics

FEATURES
Feature

TRS ™ Flight

Automatic search divert



Easy to use and operate



Multiple configurations



Carry-on baggage scanner independent



Automated tray return



Ergonomic



Serial divestment



Increased passenger throughput



IATA carry on size tray



Modular design



RFID option



Parallel divestment



High threat module



Remote screening capable



Trays designed for passengers
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